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Spin relaxometry with nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) centers in diamond offers a spectrally selective, atom-
ically localized, and calibrated measurement of microwave-frequency magnetic noise, presenting a
versatile probe for condensed-matter and biological systems. Typically, relaxation rates are estimated
with curve-fitting techniques that do not provide optimal sensitivity, often leading to long acquisition
times that are particularly detrimental in systems prone to drift or other dynamics of interest. Here we
show that adaptive Bayesian estimation is well suited to this problem, producing dynamic relaxometry
pulse sequences that rapidly find an optimal operating regime. In many situations (including the system
we employ), this approach can speed the acquisition by an order of magnitude. We also present a four-
signal measurement protocol that is robust to drifts in spin readout contrast, polarization, and microwave
pulse fidelity while still achieving near-optimal sensitivity. The combined technique offers a practical,
hardware-agnostic approach for a wide range of N-V relaxometry applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, spin sensors based on the
nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) center in diamond have become
a widespread tool for precise, spatially resolved mea-
surements of local magnetic fields and magnetic noise,
employing a variety of protocols to detect signals from dc
to GHz regimes [1–3]. One robust and powerful approach
to sensing high-frequency magnetic noise is relaxometry,
which measures the spin lifetime to detect the magnetic
noise spectral density at the spin transition frequency [4,5].
Such measurements are particularly promising probes of
biological [6] and condensed-matter systems [7], enabling
observations of free radicals in individual mitochondria
[8], antiferromagnetic textures [9], electron-phonon inter-
actions in graphene [10], spin-transfer effects in magnetic
insulators [11] and/or metals [12], magnon dynamics [13],
and more.

A primary challenge in N-V relaxometry is the long
acquisition time required to estimate the spin decay
rate, which limits the space of possible measurements,
especially for drift-prone setups or short-lived samples.
Slow acquisition is partly due to the low signal-to-
noise fluorescence spin readout commonly employed
in room-temperature experiments, though advances in
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high-collection-efficiency nanostructures [14], spin-to-
charge conversion [15–17], and low-temperature detection
techniques [18,19] offer promising avenues for improve-
ment. In addition to improvements in readout physics, the
choice of settings can have a profound effect on mea-
surement efficiency. Without some prior knowledge of the
results, a static list of measurement settings is likely to
well on measurements that have little impact on the results.
Particularly in high-dynamic-range relaxometry measure-
ments (i.e., where the initial range of possible decay times
is very large compared to the desired precision of the mea-
surement), the need to allow for a wide range of possible
results will lead to inefficient nonadaptive protocols.

Bayesian adaptive approaches are well suited to situa-
tions with a high dynamic range. By employing previous
outcomes to improve subsequent measurements, adaptive
techniques iteratively seek the most sensitive measurement
protocol. In the context of N-V sensing, adaptive methods
have yielded significant speedups in dc magnetometry [20–
23], characterization of nuclear spins [24], and charge-state
detection [25].

In this paper, we present a two-pronged approach
to overcoming the intertwined problems of long acqui-
sition time and apparatus drift. First, we present a
measurement protocol that is insensitive to commonly
drifting experimental parameters including fluorescence,
contrast, and spin polarization, thereby facilitating reli-
able data acquisition over longer time scales. Second,
we present a Bayesian adaptive measurement technique
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suitable for N-V spin relaxometry, specifically discussing
(i) an implementation using a recently developed general
framework [22,23,26] and (ii) an approximate implemen-
tation requiring fewer computational resources. Of note,
when comparing the adaptive protocols to a “reasonable”
nonadaptive fitting method, we often find more than an
order of magnitude reduction in acquisition time. The
adaptive approach is especially well suited to systems with
widely varying relaxation rates, and, combined with the
drift-insensitive protocol, should enable previously inac-
cessible avenues of research. Note the approach discussed
below should be applicable across many types of spin sen-
sors, but we discuss it here using the N-V center as a
well-developed test-bed system.

II. DRIFT-INSENSITIVE MEASUREMENT

In this section, we outline a simple measurement pro-
tocol that is nominally insensitive to commonly drifting
experimental parameters such as spin readout contrast,
polarization, and microwave pulse fidelity.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the N-V electronic ground
state is a spin-1 system comprising three Zeeman sub-
levels denoted |−〉, |0〉, |+〉, with magnetic numbers ms =
−1, 0, 1, respectively. We assume the |±〉 levels are split
by an applied static magnetic field. Optical excitation with
green light preferentially populates |0〉, and |0〉 produces a

larger fluorescence signal than |±〉, providing basic optical
preparation and readout of a single spin [27]. In principle,
relaxation can occur between any pair of Zeeman sub-
levels, though classical magnetic noise primarily drives
single-quantum transitions, with equal rates of emission
and absorption. For N-V spins reasonably far from surfaces
[28] and bathed in classical magnetic noise, we model the
spin relaxation using two rates �± that capture bidirec-
tional thermalization between |0〉 and | ± 1〉. Since each
rate is proportional to the magnetic noise spectral density
at the relevant spin transition frequency [29], measure-
ment of both rates provides information on two spectral
components of the environmental magnetic noise.

Many approaches exist for studying N-V decay rates.
For example, the decay can be probed all optically by
pumping the spin into |0〉, waiting for a time τ , and
then detecting the population remaining in |0〉 via fluo-
rescence [4]; for fast decays, the direct fluorescence under
continuous-wave optical excitation can also be used [30].
Despite their appealing simplicity, all-optical approaches
suffer several drawbacks: most notably, they cannot dis-
tinguish �+ and �−, and they are sensitive to any time-
varying background signals (as well as other drifting quan-
tities such as laser power). Alternately, microwave pulses
can be used to prepare and detect populations in different
spin sublevels, often using two measurements to determine
both decay rates (e.g., Ref. [31]). Here we employ such

pulse
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FIG. 1. Drift-insensitive relaxometry measurements with an N-V center. (a) Model for N-V ground-state spin relaxation with
decay rates �±. (b) Example of N-V pulse sequence used to obtain a measurement M±(τ±) [Eq. (2)]. Optical excitation (green)
initializes the spin into |0〉, and fluorescence photons are counted during readout intervals (red). Microwave π± pulses (blue) drive one
of the |0〉 ↔ |±〉 transitions, and a small additional delay ≈ 1 μs (gray and dash contour) is inserted after optical pumping to allow
singlet deshelving. This sequence is repeated R times, and the protocol is executed twice, exchanging + ↔ −, to obtain a measurement
pair {M+(τ+), M−(τ−)}. (c) Time dependence of the expected drift-insensitive measurement pair M̃±(τ±, �+, �−) for �+ = 3 ms−1

and �− = 1 ms−1. The dashed lines indicate the optimal delays τ± [as in (d)]. (d) Cost function C [Eq. (7), with T0 = 0] evaluated for
�+ = 3 ms−1 and �− = 1 ms−1, minimized to obtain the optimal τ+ and τ− (dashed lines). (e) (Left axis) Comparison of cost functions
for the optimal measurement pair (±±, ±0) and the drift-insensitive measurement pair (00, ±0), for various ratios of the two rates.
For each rate, the cost is evaluated at the optimal τ±. (Right axis) Ratio of the optimal measurement sensitivity to the drift-insensitive
measurement sensitivity (pink divided by green).
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a two-measurement approach, with each measurement
comprising four separate “signals,” each from a fluores-
cence detection of differently prepared spins, with spin
preparation and detection chosen to eliminate many com-
monplace experimental challenges.

One common difficulty is a time-varying background
fluorescence, particularly in samples with high enough N-
V density that it is essentially impossible to avoid weakly
exciting neighboring N-Vs. We can eliminate this back-
ground by taking the difference S1 − S2 between two flu-
orescence signals Sj that differ only in how the spin is pre-
pared and/or detected. For example, S2(τ ) might involve
preparation into |0〉, a wait time τ , and a (microwave) π

pulse driving |0〉 ↔ |+〉 before fluorescence detection (i.e.,
preparing |0〉 and detecting population evolution in |+〉),
while S1(τ ) might lack the π pulse (i.e., preparing and
detecting in |0〉). In experiments with large magnetic field
gradients, such as those probing ferromagnets, subtracting
signals that differ only by the presence of π pulses also effi-
ciently isolates the signal from a single N-V, since nearby
N-Vs will have sufficiently different transition frequencies
that they do not respond to the π pulses.

Drifts in optical alignment, optical and microwave exci-
tation power, and dc magnetic fields also affect the mea-
sured signals Sj (τ ); such drifts produce shifts in the
expected collected fluorescence counts f0 from state |0〉,
the “contrast” C defining expected counts f± ≡ f0(1 − C)

from states |±〉, the probability α that the spin is in |0〉
after optical pumping (i.e., the “pump fidelity”), and the
probability η that the π pulse does not flip the spin (i.e.,
the “π -pulse error”). These parameters must all either
remain constant through an entire (sometimes days-long)
experiment or undergo regular recalibration. A commonly
employed trick (e.g., Ref. [32]) is to normalize the signal
by the fluorescence measured after optical pumping, which
has an expected value αf0 + (1 − α)(1 − C)f0. This elim-
inates the common prefactor f0, thereby greatly reducing
the impact of laser power fluctuations and focus drift; how-
ever the result still depends on C and α, which themselves
depend on laser power.

Instead, we normalize by the outcome at τ = 0, such
that our measured quantity is

M (τ ) = S1(τ ) − S2(τ )

S1(0) − S2(0)
. (1)

A simple rate equation model (Appendices A–B) predicts
that this ratio is nominally independent of f0, α, and C,
and restricting ourselves to matched τ also suppresses the
impact of time-dependent background fluorescence. Fur-
thermore, since τ = 0 measurements are comparatively
fast, this normalization adds little overhead, especially
in the most sensitive (i.e., long-lifetime) applications.
Note that statistical fluctuations can cause the denomi-
nator to encompass zero when the signal is too low; in

our measurements, we collect sufficient counts to avoid
this complicated regime, but remain mindful of the inher-
ent measurement bias associated with ratio estimation (see
Appendix E).

We now face a decision of which signals S1 and S2 to
employ: by appropriately applying π pulses, we can ini-
tialize and detect the population in any of the three spin
states.

One approach is to minimize sensitivity to drifts in
either microwave power or static magnetic field, which
cause drifts in the π -pulse error η, making it desir-
able to pick an η-independent measurement. Adopting
the convention that Sab(τ ) represents preparation in state
|a〉 and readout in state |b〉 after time τ , only two
signal pairs yield an η-insensitive, robust measurement
(see Appendix B): S1(τ ) → S00(τ ), S2(τ ) → S+0(τ ) and
S1(τ ) → S00(τ ), S2(τ ) → S−0(τ ). Combined with Eq. (1),
these yield two drift-insensitive measurements

M±(τ±) = S00(τ±) − S±0(τ±)

S00(0) − S±0(0)
, (2)

where we explicitly allow τ+ �= τ− to maximally improve
the joint sensitivity to �± during the adaptive protocols
discussed below. Figure 1(b) illustrates a pulse sequence
(repeated R times to collect sufficient fluorescence) for one
of these measurements.

In the limit where the N-V photophysics and π pulses
are negligibly fast compared to the delays τ±, M±(τ±)

directly probes the population dynamics. The rate equation
model (Appendix B) predicts that, when M±(τ±) is eval-
uated with the expected values 〈Sab(τ )〉, we find a “model
function”

M̃±(τ±, �+, �−) = (G + �±)e−β+τ± + (G − �±)e−β−τ±

2G ,

(3)

where β± ≡ �+ + �− ± G and G ≡
√

�2+ + �2− − �+�−,
which depends only on the rates �± and delays τ±.
Figure 1(c) shows an example of M̃± for �+ = 3 ms−1

and �− = 1 ms−1; the two measurements evolve with dif-
ferent time scales because M+ (M−) is more sensitive to
�+ (�−). As one might expect, the greatest information is
gained when probing somewhere in the transition region
of these curves. Indeed, for known rates �±, we can iden-
tify the optimal delays τ± (dashed lines) by minimizing the
measurement cost (see Sec. III C) as shown in Fig. 1(d).
Note that the contours of the cost function in Fig. 1(d) are
angled, indicating that τ+ and τ− cannot be selected inde-
pendently, but must be determined by a two-dimensional
(2D) optimization of the cost.

While our proposed “robust” measurement pair [Eq. (2)]
is minimally affected by drifts in experimental parameters,
other choices for S1 and S2 offer improved sensitivity to
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�± in experiments where η is sufficiently stable. Notably,
the “optimal” measurement pair formed by S1 = S±0, S2 =
S±± offers the best rate sensitivity over a wide range of
underlying �± (see Appendix D for details). Nevertheless,
Fig. 1(e) shows the optimal (η-dependent) measurement
pair is only 30% to 50% more sensitive than the robust
measurement pair, and we therefore employ the latter in
our simulations and experiments. This sensitivity compar-
ison assumes all measurements are made at the optimal τ±
for each protocol, which is feasible for theoretical calcula-
tions where �± are assumed known. Without knowing �±,
however, we cannot know the optimal τ±, motivating the
adaptive protocols discussed below.

III. BAYESIAN ADAPTIVE PROTOCOL

In this section we introduce Bayesian inference within
the context of spin-1 relaxometry, focusing on how to
select optimal delays τ± using two numerical methods.
We note that both of these methods could be adapted to
any such two-measurement approach, and simpler versions
could be applied to all-optical methods.

A. Bayesian formalism for spin-1 relaxometry

In order to maximize the efficacy of each measure-
ment, we employ the Bayesian adaptive approach illus-
trated schematically in Fig. 2(a). This is used to iteratively
improve upon a 2D probability density function (PDF)
P(�+, �−) that describes our knowledge of �±. In each
(nth) iteration of the loop, we use the previous PDF
P(n−1)(�+, �−|M(n−1)), inferred from all n − 1 previous
measurements M(n−1) = {M (n−1)

+ , M (n−1)
− , . . . , M (1)

+ , M (1)
− },

to select optimal delays τ
(n)
± for the next measurement. We

then perform the measurement and use Bayes theorem to
find the nth PDF

P(n)(�+, �−|M(n))

∝ P̃(n)(M (n)
+ , M (n)

− |�+, �−)P(n−1)(�+, �−|M(n−1)),
(4)

where

P̃(n)(M (n)
+ , M (n)

− |�+, �−) ∝ e−
(
χ

(n)
+
)2−

(
χ

(n)
−
)2

(5)

(m
s–1

)
(m

s–1
)

( (( (Select Compute
(a)

(b) (c) (d)

[Eqs. (4)–(6)][OBE or
NOB Eq. (C10)]

delays

FIG. 2. Monte Carlo simulation of the algorithms (a) Adaptive protocol for measuring �±. The prior P(0)(�+, �−) or most
recent distribution P(n−1)(�+, �−|M(n−1)) is used to calculate optimal delays τ

(n)
± (using OBE or NOB), and the posterior distribution

P(n)(�+, �−, M(n)) is inferred after each acquisition. This loop is repeated N times. (b) Optimal delays τ± of each iteration determined
by OBE (orange lines) and NOB (blue lines). Dashed lines are value minimizing cost C [Eq. (7)]. (c) Estimated rates after each itera-
tion. The dashed lines indicate the true values of the simulation. (d) Evolution of C with (top) and without (bottom) CPU time taken to
find the optimal τ±. In this simulation, the CPU overhead per iteration is 2 s for OBE and 0.3 s for NOB. The simulation parameters
are �+ = 3 ms−1, �− = 1 ms−1, average photon counts per detection f0 = 0.02, fluorescence contrast C = 0.24, background fluores-
cence b(τ ) = 0, polarization α = 0.8, π pulse errors η± = 0.05, number of readouts R = 106. The filled band indicates one standard
deviation and the solid line indicates the mean over 30 simulations.
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χ
(n)
± ≡ M (n)

± −M̃±(τ
(n)
± , �+, �−)√

2σ
(n)
M±

(6)

is the likelihood, i.e., the modeled probability of obtaining
the measurement data M (n)

± at delay τ± given underlying
rates �±. The likelihood given in Eqs. (5)–(6) is derived
assuming sufficiently high signal to noise that the measure-
ment outcomes are approximately Gaussian distributed.
The measurement outcomes M (n)

± and uncertainties σ
(n)
M±

should be calculated with care, since the difference in the
denominator of Eq. (2) often leads to nonlinearity that pre-
cludes standard error propagation, even when the signals
Sab are large enough to assume they are drawn from Gaus-
sian distributions; Appendix E provides further discussion
and a somewhat refined approximation.

To initialize the procedure, we assume a uniform distri-
bution P(0) spanning all “reasonable” values of �+ and �−.
The measurement and update process is repeated N times,
and we numerically normalize P(n) at each step, allowing
us to inspect mean values �̄± and uncertainties σ�± at each
step.

In the rest of this section, we introduce two methods
for selecting delays τ±: a slightly modified version of
the general-purpose library recently developed by NIST
[26], and a near-optimal approximation with significantly
reduced computational overhead. Both of these approaches
rely on the parametric model [Eq. (3)], and although they
settle on somewhat different “optimal” delays, they con-
verge with similar sensitivities. Furthermore, they employ
the same Bayesian inference, such that the choice of delay
does not bias the estimate of �±.

B. OptBayesExpt (OBE)

A detailed description of the OBE library can be found
in Ref. [26], but we provide a functional description
here, along with a modification that accounts for variable
measurement time during optimization. Nominally, OBE
requires only that we supply a model function M̃± [Eq. (3)]
and a prior distribution P(0)(�+, �−), then feed measure-
ment pairs M (n)

± at each iteration of the loop in Fig. 2(a),
allowing it to estimate the optimal delays and update the
distribution. In this algorithm, the distributions P(n) are
represented by particle filters, stochastic clouds of points,
each with (�+, �−) coordinates and a weight value. For
the prior P(0), we supply an evenly spaced grid spanning
all “reasonable” values with each point having the same
weight.

In order to select delays τ
(n)
± , OBE maximizes a util-

ity function quantifying the expected knowledge gained
from the next measurement, using the P(n−1)(�+, �−) dis-
tribution as an input. By default, the utility function does
not penalize long acquisition times; since we are inter-
ested in optimizing sensitivity defined in the usual way

(with units of the measured quantity per
√

Hz; see, e.g.,
Ref. [33]), we scale the utility function by 1/

√
T, where

T ≈ 2R (τ+ + τ−) + T0 is the total acquisition time, and
T0 includes any relevant overhead time (and may depend
on R).

The orange curves in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show how the
selected τ

(n)
± and estimated �

(n)
± converge with each iter-

ation applied to typical simulated data. Here we assume
“true” rates �true

+ = 3 ms−1 and �true
− = 1 ms−1 [dashed

lines in (c)], use a number N = 105 points to define the
cloud at each step, and let P(0) span 0.055 ms−1 ≤ �± ≤
100 ms−1 (these bounds are motivated in the experimental
section below) while allowed delay times lie on a 1000 ×
1000 point, logarithmically spaced grid spanning 3 μs <

τ
(n)
± < 5.5 ms (i.e., the optimal times associated with

the bounds on �±). We simulate measurement outcomes
using signals with a Poissonian distribution around the
expected fluorescence counts given by our rate equation
model (Appendix B), with parameters as given in the cap-
tion of Fig. 2. This example shows how the stochastic
nature of this algorithm can cause large fluctuations in
probe time; in this system, we find the algorithm has dif-
ficulty converging for N � 104, while larger values of
N introduce significant computational overhead. Of note,
despite the large fluctuations in τ

(n)
− shown in this example,

the estimated values of �± still rapidly converge without
bias.

C. Near-optimal Bayes (NOB)

Selecting the optimal τ
(n)
± represents a dominant compu-

tational step in the aforementioned adaptive loop. In this
section, we present an alternative “near-optimal Bayes”
approach that bypasses most of this overhead. Ultimately,
we recommend trying OBE until a computational bottle-
neck arises, then falling back on NOB. As discussed in
Sec. IV, despite discarding information, this approach con-
verges upon the correct values of �±, with a sensitivity
comparable to that of OBE.

To select optimal delays τ
(n)
± , we seek a “cost” or

“inverse utility” function C(τ+, τ−) that serves as a proxy
for the expected sensitivity given a prior distribution and
choice of τ

(n)
± . However, since we are estimating two

quantities, each having its own sensitivity, there is some
freedom in the definition of C that, ultimately, depends on
the goal of the experiment. In our case, a reasonable choice
is the combined fractional sensitivities

C(τ+, τ−) =
√(

σ�+
�+

)2

+
(

σ�−
�−

)2√
T. (7)

Nominally, �± and σ�± should be calculated from (i)
our most up-to-date distribution P(n−1)(�+, �−|M(n−1))

and (ii) the distribution P̃(n)(M (n)
+ , M (n)

− |�+, �−) of
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expected measurements for each possible �± [Eq. (5)],
which yield the resulting Bayes-updated distribution
P(n)(�+, �−|M(n)) for each of these possible measure-
ment outcomes (where the nth measurement is hypothet-
ical). The difficulty of manually checking every possibility
afforded by these distributions motivates the Monte Carlo
approach of OBE.

In the NOB approach, we circumvent the issue by con-
structing an estimate of the cost function that can be
minimized with respect to τ± without having to calcu-
late P(n)(�+, �−|M(n)) for every possible measurement
delay. Essentially, we suppose that the true underlying
rates are given by the mean values �̄

(n−1)
± of the prior

P(n−1)(�+, �−). We then evaluate C for a single measure-
ment (i.e., with a uniform prior) on a system with those
underlying rates. Note that this approximation throws out
the details of previous measurements and potential inter-
play between previous and future measurements, reducing
our current knowledge of the system to the mean values of
the rate distribution.

Mathematically, the NOB approach estimates C by find-
ing the rate uncertainties σ�± obtained from a single
measurement pair performed at delays τ± on a system
with known underlying rates, and thus known M̃±(τ

(n)
± )

[Eq. (3)]. We assume that the measurement outcomes M±
are Gaussian distributed with means M̃±(τ

(n)
± ) and vari-

ances σ 2
M± , as appropriate to high SNR measurements; we

then approximate the resulting posterior distribution for
�± as Gaussian, which allows us to relate the rate uncer-
tainties σ�±(τ±) to the measurement uncertainties σM±
via derivatives of the form ∂M̃±(τ

(n)
± )/∂�± (see details

in Appendix C). Ultimately, we obtain an analytic (if
involved) estimate for C as a function of T, τ±, σM± , and
assumed “true” rates �±.

At this point, our estimate for C involves measurement
uncertainties σM± that can be evaluated by modeling our
signals (as in Appendix B) and propagating their shot noise
through to the measurement (see Appendix E). In general
the resulting expressions for σM− and σM+ are different and
delay dependent, but examination of Eq. (2) suggests that
for low-contrast fluorescence signals, the variation is likely
to be small. Thus, to yet further speed up our minimiza-
tion of C with respect to τ±, we approximate both σM+ and
σM− as the same constant σM , which then factors out of our
expression for C. The end result is an analytic function of
T, τ±, and �± [see Eq. (C10)] that can be minimized to find
near-optimal delays.

In practice, we calculate C on a 1000 × 1000 point, log-
arithmically spaced grid spanning 3 μs < τ

(n)
± < 5.5 ms,

as used for OBE. To further reduce overhead, we repre-
sent each distribution P(n)(�+, �−) with an evenly spaced
200 × 200 grid of weights spanning ±10σ

(n−1)
�± around

the mean value �̄
(n−1)
± (but never exceeding the original

bounds), and linearly interpolate the prior as needed.

The blue curves in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show how the
NOB-chosen delays τ

(n)
± and inferred values �± evolve

with each iteration, using the same system parameters and
initial prior as for OBE. This typical example shows how
the optimization criteria of OBE and NOB lead to some-
what different values of τ±, but, as shown in Fig. 2(d),
this does not significantly affect the sensitivity, even if we
ignore the added overhead associated with OBE. We also
emphasize that both OBE’s and NOB’s Bayesian inference
remains rigorous and does not bias the estimated values
of �±.

IV. COMPARISON TO A NONADAPTIVE
APPROACH

To verify real-world performance of the adaptive pro-
tocols, we apply them to relaxometry measurements in
the presence of noise from a nearby thin-film magnetic
microstructure similar to that of Ref. [12].

A. Device geometry

Figure 3(a) shows a fluorescence map near the flat, ellip-
soidal, Pt-capped metallic magnet (5-nm Py/5-nm Pt films
with lateral dimensions 2 × 7 μm2, within the dotted line)
and the probed N-V (circle), which is implanted approxi-
mately 75 nm into the bulk diamond substrate. The stray
field gradient from the magnetic layer shifts the N-V spin
transition frequencies relative to those of the surrounding
N-Vs, allowing us to better isolate a single N-V, and the
thermal magnetic noise substantially affects the N-V spin
decay rates. We excite the N-V at 532 nm while detect-
ing broadband phonon-sideband fluorescence in a confocal
apparatus, and intermittently automatedly reoptimize the
focus on the N-V; we apply microwave π pulses to the
N-V via a proximal stripline also fabricated on the dia-
mond. A nearby, mm-scale Nd permanent magnet is used
to generate static fields from 15 to 50 mT along the N-V
axis.

B. Observed speedup

We compare the performance of the adaptive proto-
col to that of a common nonadaptive protocol (NAP),
wherein the model function [Eq. (3)] is fit to measurements
from a logarithmically spaced set of delays τ± (see, e.g.,
Refs. [11,31]). Here we employ NOB out of convenience;
OBE produces similar results.

In the NAP case, the choice of delay times τ± signifi-
cantly impacts the sensitivity. Motivated by the bounds on
T1 times observed in the literature [31,34], we choose 20
points logarithmically spaced between 3 μs and 5.5 ms;
this range is guaranteed to include near-optimal τ± for
room-temperature N-Vs in both noisy (�± ≈ 100 ms−1,
τ± ≈ 3 μs) and quiet (�± ≈ 0.055 ms−1, τ± ≈ 5.5 ms)
conditions.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

FIG. 3. Experimental gain in sensitivity. (a) Confocal image
of the nanomagnet (dashed contour) and nearby N-V fluores-
cence (light spots). The N-V used for this measurement is circled.
The white bar corresponds to 2 μm. (b) Measurements M+(τ+)

(left) and M−(τ−) (right) for adaptive (NOB) and nonadap-
tive protocols, with 28 mT applied along the N-V axis (open
symbols in Fig. 4). Error bars denote 1 standard deviation propa-
gated from the shot noise of signals. Bayesian inference yields
�+ = 3.4(3) ms−1, �− = 1.0(1) ms−1 (adaptive) and �+ =
3.3(4) ms−1, �− = 1.2(2) ms−1 (nonadaptive). The dashed lines
are the model [Eq. (3)] using �± from adaptive data. (c) Evo-
lution of �± estimates (error bars show standard deviation) as a
function of total elapsed time, including overhead (NOB, T0 ≈
85 s per measurement and T0/T ≈ 0.20; NAP, T0/T ≈ 0.11).
Each adaptive point corresponds to a single iteration of the pro-
tocol, and each nonadaptive point comes from analysis after each
delay is briefly probed. (d) Evolution of rate uncertainty for the
data in (b). Dashed lines show the 1/

√
T trend from the final data

point.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of NOB and NAP, mea-
sured under identical conditions (see caption). Figure 3(b)
shows measurements for τ± chosen by NAP (orange) and
NOB (blue), along with the evolution expected from the
final estimate of �± (dashed lines). As is sensible, NOB

spends the majority of its measurement time in the tran-
sition region, where more information is acquired. The
large-error data point likely corresponds to a significant
drift in optical alignment, which decreases the SNR of the
signals but does not systematically affect the measurement
outcome; it has minimal impact on the data analysis and
adaptive acquisition. Figure 3(c) shows how the inferred
rates �± evolve as a function of the total experimental
time T, updated after each NOB iteration or after each
set of repetitions of the NAP sequence adds more counts
for each τ±. In both approaches, we use the distribution
calculated by Bayesian update [Eq. (4)] to estimate mean
values and uncertainties. Both converge to the same value
within uncertainty, and NOB produces higher precision, as
expected.

To further quantify the speedup, Fig. 3(d) shows the evo-
lution of the uncertainties σ�± (dots), along with the 1/

√
T

trend expected for Gaussian distributions (dashed lines),
anchored to the final point, as a guide to the eye. For this
example, the NOB uncertainties are reached 18 times faster
for �+ and 23 times faster for �−. Note the total time T
includes everything associated with the measurement: time
spent optimizing the laser focus, computation time, and all
other dwell times, some of which are in principle avoid-
able. If we include only the delays τ±, the 81.7% (89.5%)
duty cycle of NOB (NAP) slightly increases the speedup
to 20× (25×) for �+ (�−).

An essential motivation for adaptive protocols is their
ability to extract rate parameters over a large dynamic
range. To explore this, we vary the applied field, which
shifts the N-V transitions and magnetic noise spectrum,
thereby changing �± as shown in Fig. 4 [11,12]. The
advantage provided by the adaptive protocol is striking.
The nonadaptive protocol required 9.5 d while the adaptive
protocol required only 1.05 d.

Comparison of results shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)
shows that the estimated values of �± do not agree well
at all fields. We suspect this is due to thermally activated
reconfiguration of the proximal micromagnet. At 28 mT,
for example, the original two data sets (solid symbols) are
taken approximately 10 days apart. Retaking these points
in “quick” succession (open symbols and Fig. 3; 3-h NOB
followed by a 21-h NAP) yields agreement within uncer-
tainty, further motivating the need for the faster acquisition
possible with adaptive protocols.

C. Expected speedup for other rates

In the measurements leading to Fig. 4, a trend linking
fast adaptive runs with larger relaxation rates is noted.
We tentatively explain this trend noting that when rates
are high, relaxation completes quickly, meaning that mea-
surements investing long waiting times will yield little
information. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the adaptive methods
focus measurement times close to the half-life of the decay,
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FIG. 4. Experimental field dependence of rates. Environ-
mental noise is varied by continuously tuning the external dc
applied field along the N-V axis, with total elapsed time indi-
cated in days. (a) Rates obtained using 20-point nonadaptive
approach as in Fig. 3. (b) Rates obtained with NOB protocol.
In both (a),(b), the open points (also the data explored in Fig. 3)
indicate the rates obtained by immediately acquiring with NAP
after NOB.

so overall, we expect less total waiting time for high decay
rates.

To illustrate this dependence of speedup on underlying
relaxation rate and provide a rough idea of what to expect
outside of our experimentally accessible rates, we use the
same approach and parameters as in Fig. 2 to numerically
simulate signals over a wide range of relaxation rates. We
employ the same protocol as in the experiments, except
that we allow the adaptive delays to span a larger range,
1 μs < τ± < 1 s; this has no significant impact on mea-
surements of fast relaxation, but does allow the adaptive
protocol to optimally measure an even wider range of �±.

Figure 5 shows the mean speedups obtained from 30
simulations of both NAP and NOB, comparing all 30 ×
30 = 900 possible combinations of outcomes; this is per-
formed for each set of �±, ranging from 0.05 ms−1 (similar
to the slowest expected rates for room temperature N-Vs)
to 100 ms−1 (similar to the highest value). Figure 5(a)
shows results for equal values of �±, for two different
ranges of nonadaptive τ±’s. Intuitively, when the maxi-
mum τ± is 200 μs (green)—a nearly optimal value for
�± ≈ 2 ms−1—NOB only has a significant advantage
when �± are far from 2 ms−1. Similarly, the advantage
vanishes near �± = 55 s−1 when the NAP’s maximum
τ± is 5.5 ms. Figure 5(b) shows the speedup for different

(a)

(b)

S
pe

ed
up

S
pe

ed
up

(ms–1)

FIG. 5. Monte Carlo simulation of speedup. (a) Adaptive
speedup relative to nonadaptive, with equal underlying rates and
the same overhead as the data in Fig. 3 (duty cycle of 80.2%
for the adaptive and 89.5% for the nonadaptive), using 20 log-
arithmically spaced NAP delays 3 μs < τ± < 5.5 ms (blue) or
3 μs < τ± < 200 μs (green). The results for σ�± are similar
(as expected by symmetry), and so only the speedup for �+ is
shown. (b) Average speedup for σ�+ (blue) and σ�− (orange)
when the underlying rates are different, with 20 logarithmically
spaced nonadaptive delays spanning 3 μs < τ± < 5.5 ms. The
open markers are experimental results from Fig. 3. In both (a),(b),
the solid points indicate the average results over 30 (adaptive) ×
30 (nonadaptive) = 900 pairs of simulations, with the error bars
representing the standard deviation.

relative rates (with �− fixed at 1 ms−1). Here we see
the advantage is reduced even when only one of the
rates becomes small, since at least one of the optimal
delays becomes long. For larger �+, the advantage satu-
rates for the same reason. The open symbols in (b) show
the experimentally observed speedup, which is somewhat
higher than expected. This result is not at all atypical, and
we believe it is due to the aforementioned drift in the
underlying rates over the longer NAP times.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented an approach to N-V relaxometry incor-
porating drift-insensitive measurements and adaptive
Bayesian estimation. Compared to a “reasonable” curve
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fitting protocol, the adaptive approach essentially always
outperforms, often achieving considerable speedup.

These results come with some notable caveats. First,
we emphasize that our choice of nonadaptive approach
is based on methods that are neither optimal nor univer-
sal. Spacing the delays closer to the optimal values will
certainly result in improved sensitivity. However, without
prior knowledge of the rates, it would be impractical to
optimize the nonadaptive approach in this manner. For this
reason, we see no reason not to employ a Bayesian adap-
tive protocol. Similarly (as noted above), the speedup of a
given measurement also depends on the underlying rates.
Second, our claim of drift insensitivity is valid only within
the presented rate equation approximation. We assume that
the microsecond timescale for the photophysics and N-V
spin dephasing is negligible compared to the relaxation
times we wish to measure; while appropriate to the mil-
lisecond rates observed here, this approximation may not
be met by N-V defects in noisier environments. Addition-
ally, π -pulse errors are modeled assuming no crosstalk
between N-V transitions, which can break down especially
when working in low magnetic fields.

Nevertheless, our results indicate that adaptive data-
acquisition techniques offer substantial improvements for
relaxometry without any need to change experimental
hardware. In our setup, adaptive protocols are imple-
mented using a standard desktop workstation, without
any real-time computation or graphics processor enhance-
ments. Moreover, adaptive acquisition can be readily com-
bined with improvements in spin readout fidelity, e.g., high
optical collection efficiency device geometries [14], spin-
to-charge conversion [15], or resonant readout [18,19].
The possibility to dramatically reduce acquisition times
for relaxometry opens a window on faster magnetic pro-
cesses in condensed-matter and biological environments,
potentially uncovering potentially uncovering alternative
phenomena in detection of noise transients. Ultimately,
these results illustrate the power of adaptive protocols to
achieve high sensitivity while maintaining a large dynamic
range.
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APPENDIX A: RATE EQUATION MODEL

Here we describe the population dynamics of the three
spin sublevels {|−〉, |0〉, |+〉} with rate equations
⎛
⎝

ρ̇−(t)
ρ̇0(t)
ρ̇+(t)

⎞
⎠ =

⎛
⎝

−�− �− 0
�− −(�− + �+) �+
0 �+ −�+

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝

ρ−(t)
ρ0(t)
ρ+(t)

⎞
⎠ ,

(A1)

where �± are the decay rates in Fig. 1(a), and ρj (t) is the
population in state |j 〉. These equations can be solved ana-
lytically for any initial spin state, yielding solutions we
write using the notation that pij (τ ) is the population in
state |j 〉 a time τ after preparing state |i〉. If we imagine
“ideal” signals Sij (τ ) that are proportional to pij (τ ) with
no fluctuations, the measurement scheme of Eq. (2) yields
the “model function”

M̃±(τ±, �+, �−) = p00(τ±) − p±0(τ±)

p00(0) − p±0(0)
(A2)

= 1
2G

[
(G + �±)e−β+τ± + (G − �±)e−β−τ±] , (A3)

found in Eq. (3), where β± = �+ + �− ± G and G =√
�2+ + �2− − �+�−.

APPENDIX B: MEASUREMENT MODEL

In reality, the measured signals Sij do not directly probe
the expected probabilities pij due to imperfections in ini-
tialization, manipulation, and readout. To include these
effects, we calculate the expected average photocounts

Sij (τ ) = R [c · B[j ] · P(τ ) · B[i] · s + b(τ )] (B1)

after R readouts. In this expression,

s =
⎛
⎝

(1 − α)/2
α

(1 − α)/2

⎞
⎠ (B2)

encodes the initial spin state, where α is the initial spin
polarization into |0〉 (α = 1 for perfect spin initialization).
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The B[i] operator transforms |0〉 ↔ |i〉.

B[−] =
⎛
⎝

η− 1 − η− 0
1 − η− η− 0

0 0 1

⎞
⎠ , (B3)

B[0] =
⎛
⎝

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

⎞
⎠ , (B4)

B[+] =
⎛
⎝

1 0 0
0 η+ 1 − η+
0 1 − η+ η+

⎞
⎠ , (B5)

where B[±] are π pulses and η± is the π -pulse error on
the |0〉 ↔ |±〉 transitions. The spin state is propagated over
delay τ using

P(τ ) =
⎛
⎝

p−−(τ ) p0−(τ ) p+−(τ )

p−0(τ ) p00(τ ) p+0(τ )

p−+(τ ) p0+(τ ) p++(τ )

⎞
⎠ (B6)

according to the equations of motion [Eq. (A1)], and

c =
⎛
⎝

f0(1 − C)

f0
f0(1 − C)

⎞
⎠ (B7)

accounts for the finite readout contrast (where f0 is the
expected photon counts for one readout from state |0〉, and
C is the fluorescence contrast). Finally, the trailing term
in [Eq. (B1)], b(τ ) is a potentially delay-dependent back-
ground fluorescence that does not depend on which spin
state we initialize or measure.

Note the assumptions underlying this model. First, we
assume the spin polarizes equally into |±〉; this will fail in
the presence of very fast, unequal relaxation rates compa-
rable to the optical pumping rate. Second, we assume the
two states |±〉 exhibit the same fluorescence; this could
fail under the same circumstances. Third, we assume the π

pulses drive only one transition, with no crosstalk (this will
fail for small magnetic field). Fourth, we assume the time
required for relaxation out of the singlet states (following
optical pumping) is negligible relative to relevant decay
times. Finally, we assume that the spin dephasing time is
negligibly short such that evolution is well described by the
rate equation model. Ultimately, we expect this model to
be valid for decay rates much slower than the microsecond
photophysics and spin dephasing times.

This model for a generic signal acquisition allows
us to calculate an expected value of our measurements.
The rate equation solutions pij (τ ) have some symmetry
properties and constraints, specifically pij (τ ) = pji(τ ) and∑

i pij (τ ) = ∑
j pij (τ ) = 1. Combined with Eq. (B1), one

can show that the difference

S00(τ ) − S±0(τ )

= RCf0
(3α − 1)

2
(1 − η±) (p00(τ ) − p±0(τ )) , (B8)

such that dividing by S00(0) − S±0(0) yields a mea-
surement [Eq. (2)] that is essentially independent of
f0, C, α, η±, and b(τ ). Other choices of difference measure-
ments Sij (τ ) − Skl(τ ) yield expressions where the π pulse
fidelities do not factor out from the population dynam-
ics, but the other parameters do. For example, the most
sensitive pulse sequence (see Appendix D) involves

S±±(τ ) − S±0(τ )

= RCf0
(3α − 1)

2
(1 − η±)

[
p±±(τ ) − p±0(τ )

− η±[p00(τ ) − 2p±0(τ ) + p±±(τ )]
]
,

which yields the following pair of normalized measure-
ments:

S±±(τ ) − S±0(τ )

S±±(0) − S±0(0)

= e−τ(�++�−)

{
cosh(τG)

+ [�± − �∓ + η±(�∓ − 2�±)] sinh(τG)

(2η± − 1)G
}

.

The inquisitive reader may wonder if it is valid to use
the same values of C, α, f0, and η± for different signals.
In doing so, we are implicitly assuming that they do not
vary in between the times when the two signals are mea-
sured. For this reason, we employ the pulse sequence of
Fig. 1(a) that interleaves acquisition of signals Sij (τ ) and
repeats the entire pattern R times [rather than first measur-
ing R repetitions to obtain S00(τ ), say, then R repetitions
for S+0(τ ), and so on]. This act of interleaving is essen-
tial for parameter cancellation when summing over R  1
repetitions: expressions like Eq. (B8) generalize to a sum
over R drifting parameters rather than a simple multiplica-
tion by R; however, since pij (τ ) is deterministic, this sum
is cancelled by a nearly identical sum in the denominator
of Eq. (2), provided all four (≈ 100-μs-long) signals are
acquired each repetition, i.e., before the parameters have
time to drift.

APPENDIX C: ESTIMATING COST AND
OPTIMAL DELAYS

As discussed in the main text, the cost function [Eq. (7)]

C(τ+, τ−) =
√(

σ�+
�+

)2

+
(

σ�−
�−

)2√
T (C1)
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serves as a proxy for sensitivity. In this section, we pro-
vide a simple means of estimating C at the optimal delays
τ±, for any of the possible four-signal measurement pro-
tocols, in the situation where the true rates �true

± are
known—this will allow us to compare the sensitivity of
different protocols. In the interest of notational continuity,
we denote the two measurements as M+(τ+) and M−(τ−),
with the understanding that the ± subscripts indicate the
two measurements of the chosen protocol.

Our first step is to relate the rate uncertainties σ�± after
a single measurement pair M+ and M− to the uncertainties
in those measurements (σM+ and σM− , respectively). With a
flat prior, the posterior distribution after the measurements
are performed [Eq. (4)] simplifies to

P(�+, �−|M+, M−) ∝ e−χ2+−χ2− , (C2)

where

χ± ≡ M±−M̃±(τ±, �+, �−)√
2σM±

, (C3)

and we assume sufficient counting statistics that the
distributions of M± are approximately Gaussian (see
Appendix E). The standard deviation of P, which is not
Gaussian due to the model function M̃ , provides a numeri-
cal estimate of σ�± for Eq. (C1). However, with sufficiently
high signal, we can approximate it as Gaussian by Tay-
lor expanding the exponent in the quantities ��± ≡ �± −
�true

± , where �true
± are the “true” values of �± we hope to

measure, which we assume approximately coincide with
the location of the maximum of the Gaussian. Specifically,

χ2
+ + χ2

− ≈ 1
2
[
a+��2

+ + a−��2
− + 2a0��−��+

]
,

(C4)

where

a± = 1
σ 2

M−

(
∂M̃−
∂�±

)2

+ 1
σ 2

M+

(
∂M̃+
∂�±

)2 ∣∣∣∣
�±=�true±

, (C5)

a0 = 1
σ 2

M−

∂M̃−
∂�−

∂M̃−
∂�+

+ 1
σ 2

M+

∂M̃+
∂�−

∂M̃+
∂�+

∣∣∣∣
�±=�true±

. (C6)

The uncertainties and covariance can then be calculated
analytically from the resulting Gaussian distributions as

σ 2
�± = a∓

a+a−−a2
0

and σ 2
�+�− = −a0

a+a−−a2
0

, (C7)

respectively. Note that these uncertainties are now analytic
functions of τ±, �true

± , and σM± .
We note that the same expressions for σ 2

�± can be
obtained much more compactly, though perhaps without
the same transparency of approximations, by employing
the Jacobian matrix

J =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

∂M̃−
∂�−

∂M̃−
∂�+

∂M̃+
∂�−

∂M̃+
∂�+

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
∣∣∣∣
�±=�true±

. (C8)

Assuming that there is no correlation between the measure-
ments M+ and M−, the covariance matrix for �± can be
found via

(
σ 2

�− σ�+�−
σ�+�− σ 2

�+

)
= J−1 ·

(
σ 2

M− 0
0 σ 2

M+

)
· (Jᵀ)−1, (C9)

where ᵀ indicates transpose. This formalism permits an
easy extension of the NOB approach to systems with more
than two measurements and rates.

Regardless of how σ�± are obtained, substituting σ�±
into Eq. (C1) and setting �± = �true

± and T = 2R(τ+ +
τ−) + T0 yields an expression for the cost. The optimal
delays τ

opt
± and minimal cost C(τ

opt
± ) thus depend on which

measurement protocol (M̃±) is employed as well as �true
± ,

R, T0, and the measurement uncertainties σM± . We use τ±
and C in two different ways, for which we evaluate these
quantities differently. First, when comparing the minimal
cost of different measurement protocols, we assume known
�true

± , set T0 = 0 (such that R factors out), and model the
measurement uncertainties by nonlinear error propagation
(see Appendix E) on shot-noise-limited signals (modeled
according to Appendix B using specified parameters). This
careful modeling allows us to predict as accurately as
possible which measurement protocol is most sensitive.

When finding the optimal delays in the NOB adap-
tive protocol, we can afford to make more approxima-
tions to speed up the computation, since they will not
impact the accuracy of our estimates for �±. In this sit-
uation (where the true rates are unknown), we employ
the mean value �̄± from the latest distribution to esti-
mate the true rates, use the overhead from the previous
measurement for T0, and set R equal to its target value
(in practice R fluctuates by approximately 0.01% due to
the data-acquisition implementation). Finally, we approxi-
mate equal, delay-independent measurement uncertainties
σM+ ≈ σM− ≈ σM ; σM then factors out. We thus estimate
the optimal delays by minimizing the following function,
where the delay dependence enters through the form of T
and M̃±:
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C
σM

≈
√

T
�−�+

×

√√√√√√

(
�−

∂M̃−
∂�−

)2
+
(
�−

∂M̃+
∂�−

)2
+
(
�+

∂M̃−
∂�+

)2
+
(
�+

∂M̃+
∂�+

)2

(
∂M̃+
∂�−

∂M̃−
∂�+ − ∂M̃−

∂�−
∂M̃+
∂�+

)2 . (C10)

It is worth noting that this approach could in principle be
applied to measurements beyond the ones considered here
(not restricted to the N-V model of Appendices A and B).
M̃± could represent a more general parametric model for
an experiment, from which more general parameters �±
are extracted, and the cost function could be optimized
with respect to any controllable measurement parameter
that appears in the model. Moreover, Eqs. (C9) and (C1)
are readily generalized to larger numbers of measure-
ments and extracted parameters, providing a framework
for optimizing multiparameter measurements.

APPENDIX D: COMPARING DIFFERENT
PROTOCOLS

Since each of the eight indices of the measurement pairs
(ij , kl), (pq, rs) can take on one of three values {0, +, −},
there exist 38 = 6561 possible four-signal measurement
protocols, 36 of which are independent and have nonzero
expected denominator (S̄1(0) − S̄2(0) �= 0). To ensure we
have chosen the optimal protocol, we use the cost func-
tion C [Eq. (C1)] to compare their relative performances.
For this, we use an overhead-free (T0 = 0) total time T =
2R(τ+ + τ−), assumed rates �±, and the analytic forms for
σ�± [Eq. (C7)] evaluated with the predicted uncertainty in
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e 
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FIG. 6. Cost function C for the 12 lowest-cost measurement
pairs, evaluated at optimal delays τ

opt
± over a range of ratios

�+/�−, all scaled by the (+0, ++), (−0, −−) protocol for com-
parison. In these calculations, we assume |0〉-state counts f0 =
0.02, contrast C = 0.24, pump fidelity α = 1, π -pulse error η± =
0, and overhead time T0 = 0 (which eliminates dependence on
R). We do not model any drift effects. The red thick curve,
(+0, 00), (−0, 00), is the drift-insensitive protocol employed in
the main text.

σM± [Eq. (E6) from Appendix E below]. Figure 6 shows
the cost C for the 12 best measurement pairs, evaluated
at optimal delays τ

opt
± over a range of ratios �+/�−, all

scaled by the cost of the (+0, ++), (−0, −−) protocol.
Note that rescaling both decay rates �± will not affect
this result, since this scales τ

opt
± in the same way for all

protocols.
Of note, the cost associated with the measurement pair

(+0, 00),(−0, 00) discussed in the main text (heavy red
line) is within approximately 50% of that of the pair
(+0, ++), (−0, −−), which has the best cost value over
the entire range. In our case, the associated loss of sensitiv-
ity represents an acceptable trade-off for drift insensitivity.
However, (+0, ++),(−0, −−) may be a better choice in
systems with excellent π -pulse stability, even with drifting
laser intensity.

APPENDIX E: AVOIDING BIAS IN
MEASUREMENTS

Since a given (nth) measurement

M (n)(τ ) = S(n)

1 (τ ) − S(n)

2 (τ )

S(n)

1 (0) − S(n)

2 (0)
(E1)

involves a ratio, we must be wary of measurement bias
introduced by the fluctuations in the denominator signals
S(n)

j (0). In this section, we describe one simple method
to somewhat reduce this bias while avoiding zero-valued
denominators, and how to choose a reasonable number of
readouts R for the experiment.

If the individual signals follow a Gaussian distribution,
the denominator �n ≡ S(n)

1 (0) − S(n)

2 (0) of this measure-
ment will also be drawn from a Gaussian distribution
of mean �̄ = S̄1(0) − S̄2(0) and variance σ 2

� = σ 2
S1(0) +

σ 2
S2(0). However, its reciprocal Z ≡ 1/� follows a non-

Gaussian distribution

P(Z) ∝ 1
Z2 exp{−(1/Z − �̄)2/2σ 2

�}, (E2)

since P(�)d� = P(Z)dZ for a monotonic function Z(�).
By choosing the appropriate ordering of S1(0) and

S2(0) we can ensure �’s (and thus Z’s) positivity, and
approximate P(Z) as Gaussian around its maximum at
Zmax > 0. Specifically, setting d log P(Z)/dZ = 0 and Tay-
lor expanding log P(Z) around Zmax provides a variance
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σ 2
Z = (−d2 log P(Z)/dZ2)−1|Z=Zmax , yielding

Zmax = 1
4σ 2

�

(√
�̄2 + 8σ 2

� − �̄

)
, (E3)

σZ = Z2
maxσ�√

2 − Zmax�̄
. (E4)

We can now construct an improved estimate of the mea-
surement mean

M̄ (n) = AnZmax, (E5)

where An ≡ S(n)

1 (τ ) − S(n)

2 (τ ), and uncertainty

σM = M (n)

√(
σAn

An

)2

+
(

σZ

Zmax

)2

, (E6)

where σ 2
A = σ 2

S1(τ ) + σ 2
S2(τ ). Note this approach is used to

update the posterior in both the adaptive and nonadaptive
data analysis.

Equations (E3)–(E4) still represent a biased estimator,
and so it is useful to explore the signals required to suf-
ficiently suppress the remaining bias. To get a sense of
scale, we numerically generate 104 instances of S1(0),
S2(0) [from the model Eq. (B1)] to evaluate Z. Each of
S1(0) and S2(0) is taken from a Poissonian distribution
with the same parameters as in Fig. 2, with different num-
bers of repetitions R. We compare the average value of Z

FIG. 7. Example Monte Carlo sampling of Z , using the same
parameters as in Fig. 2 with S1 = S00 and S2 = S+0. Evolution
of Z with R, relative to the true value Ztrue from the model
Eq. (B1). The solid blue and orange curves represent the mean
of 104 repeated evaluations of Z, using the nonlinear (E3) (blue)
and linear (orange) error propagation. The filled bands indicate
the standard deviation of the distribution of outcomes. Zlinear are
missing when at least one value of �̄ = 0 occurred among the
104 samples.

obtained with our refined estimate [Eq. (E3)] and a linear
error propagation (Zlinear) to the underlying true value from
the model (Ztrue = 1/[ 1

2 Cf0R(3α − 1)(1 − η±)]). Figure 7
shows how the mean estimate converges to the true value
above R ≈ 105, motivating our choice of R = 106. This
result is corroborated by numerical comparisons of true
and extracted rate parameters in Fig. 2(c), where any resid-
ual bias in our estimation is smaller than our measurement
uncertainty.
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